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S T E PH A N I E M A R R I O TT

Jade is on the bed. She is lying on her stomach facing the camera in long

shot, propped up on her elbows and holding a phone to her left ear. She is

wearing a black mesh midriff top over a silver spandex boob tube with

matching boybriefs. High-key lighting relentlessly reveals what is there

to be seen. Jade’s head is tilted down and her eyes are lowered. She is

speaking into the phone. She bites her lip, flicks her gaze towards the

camera and away again. Her mouth is compressed and she appears to be

talking vehemently, baring her teeth briefly and frowning. She is gently

flexing her behind, lifting it on and off the bed. There is a rapid dissolve

to a high-angle medium closeup, and Jade immediately turns her head

and gazes briefly up at the camera before lowering her eyes again. She

continues to snarl into the phone, intermittently glancing towards the

camera as it pulls back to frame her in medium shot. Now she turns onto

her side, facing the camera. She looks down, adjusting the boob tube

before glancing to camera again, biting her lip and running her hand over

her left breast. She rolls back onto her stomach, smiles, dangles her legs

in the air and continues to talk into the phone.

Jade is but one possible focus of attention in the ‘dense image field’

that is the television screen at this moment, with its multiple and

dispersed sites of address to the audience.1 A graphic overlay provides

telephone numbers and exhorts the viewer to make use of them (‘Call

from your mobile’; ‘Call the girls now’; ‘Call us using ur [sic] credit

1 Karen Orr Vered, ‘Televisual

aesthetics in Y2K: from windows

on the world to a windows

interface’, Convergence, vol. 8,

no. 3 (2002), pp. 49–50.
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card’; ‘Get your message to screen’). The graphics also serve to

display an incoming SMS (‘ana show me that hot body!! Can’t wait to

call ya!! Marco x’). In a small inset window in the bottom righthand

corner of the screen, Anna and Yvette are on the microphones,

responding to this message. They play with the notion that Anna’s

performance – standing up and smoothing her hands down her body,

turning her back and booty-shaking in a buttock-high skirt as the camera

roams up and down her body – is only for the texter (Thank you, Marco,

for your message, and of course I would be happy to show you my

hhhhhhot body. Only for you. Everybody close eyes. Marco open eyes’;

‘Only for Marco. No peeking there, boys, through your fingers’).

Fast forward past the 10 pm watershed and the roles are reversed.

Anna and Yvette are on the bed and on the phones, topless, lying on their

stomachs facing the camera. The graphics exhort the viewer to text the

show and ‘get the babes to do what you want!’. In the inset window Jade

is responding to texts. ‘The first one is coming through right now. Is it

gonna be your one? Is it actually gonna be your text message that you

sent me live on TV right now? Let’s see.’ In fact it is from Baz 267,

asking her to ‘rub her boobs and moan Barry’. Jade obliges. We are now

an hour or so into the nightly eight-and-a-half-hour broadcast of the

‘adult chat’ channel Babestation.

The ‘adult chat’ or interactive softcore porn channels on British

satellite television – Babestation, Babeworld, Tease Me, House of Fun

and others – pose a series of challenges to conventional notions of the

relationship between television and its viewers. Firstly, television is

characteristically held to address itself to an overhearing audience, which

is established as the principal beneficiary of the performance through

institutional features which make it clear that the talk is intended for

individuals other than those directly participating onscreen.2 By contrast,

significant elements of pay-to-participate soft porn television are

inaudible, taking the form of a series of private acts in a public space

which cannot be overheard – or, by and large, comprehended – by

viewers unless they call to listen in. Secondly, the communicative regime

of broadcasting is typically understood to centre on the production of

creative content, for which revenue must be sought via a number of

mechanisms such as the ‘family poll tax’ of an annual licence fee,3 or

through commercial avenues such as audience subscription, advertising

or sponsorship. As this essay will demonstrate, however, the modes of

address of adult chat television reveal a strict inversion of the naturalized

order, with programme content entirely generated and used up in the

pursuit of revenue. Thirdly, pay-to-participate television promises its

viewers a fully bilateral engagement with a television performer.

However, while television’s characteristics as a medium – its near-

instantaneous processes of transmission and reception; its historical

specificity as an always-available, one-to-many medium – are essential

for attracting the audience which is required for revenue generation,

interactive engagement is secured in this case through telephony as a

2 John Heritage and David

Greatbatch, ‘On the institutional

character of institutional talk: the

case of news interviews’, in

Deirdre Boden and Don

Zimmerman (eds), Talk and Social

Structure (Oxford: Polity Press,

1991), pp. 93–137.

3 Jeremy Mitchell, ‘Convergent

communications, fragmented

regulation and consumer needs’,

in William H. Melody (ed.),

Telecom Reform: Principles,

Policies and Regulatory Practices

(Lyngby: Den Private Ingeniørfond,

Technical University of Denmark,

1997), p. 435.
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cross-media return path: television is thus reduced to little more than a

platform whose technological, historical and institutional features render

it appropriate as a performance space in which the communicative

machinery necessary to elicit interactivity can be staged.

It is no accident that this particular format should have arisen at this

juncture. Pay-to-participate television sits at the nexus of a complex set

of interrelated circumstances. The convergence of broadcasting,

telecommunications and the internet in the late twentieth century offered

a lifeline to commercial broadcasters in the UK, who were increasingly

hard-pressed by the fallout from audience fragmentation, niche

marketing and content-sharing in a changing media ecology dominated

by the development of digital technologies and deregulation. As the two

traditional products of commercial television – programmes and

audiences – began to underperform as sources of revenue, so the

possibilities arose for dispersing content across ‘multi-platform media

events’ through ‘enhanced television formats’ which involved elements

such as discussion boards, downloads, competition lines and programme

alerts.4

The expansion of creative content across multiple platforms serves a

dual function, adding value to existing programming and providing a new

source of revenue through the premium-rate services used by viewers to

download content and participate in voting and competitions. This latter

function, however, has swiftly taken on a life of its own. The phone-in

was an existing and established format which permitted individual

members of the audience to engage live on-air with experts and agony

aunts. With the development of premium-rate services in the 1980s and

their introduction into television programmes a couple of decades later,

television could begin to play with the possibilities for deriving income

through telecommunication services. One such application – the use of

premium-rate telephony as a platform for mass viewer phone-ins to

competition and voting lines – rapidly became subject to abuse,

culminating in a series of interventions by the regulator in the early years

of the twenty-first century with the consequence that the major terrestrial

players sold or withdrew their dedicated channels (Channel 4’s Quiz TV

in 2006, and ITV Play in 2007),5 and a number of premium-rate phone-in

segments within existing programme formats were scrapped.

A further application has continued to flourish, however. Initially aired

as programme segments on live satellite channels, within a couple of

years participation formats such as psychic, dating and adult chat

services had developed into fully-fledged stand-alone channels in the

800s and 900s of the Sky satellite electronic programme guide. Just as

encryption technologies had permitted broadcasters to develop new

income streams through viewer subscription, so participation television

would be able to derive its whole income directly from its audience via a

pay-to-participate model, using premium-rate phone lines as a return

path.

4 Gillian Doyle, Understanding

Media Economics (London: Sage,

2002), p. 60; Jane Roscoe, ‘Multi-

platform event television:

reconceptualizing our relationship

with television’, The

Communication Review, vol. 7,

no. 4 (2004), p. 364; Virginia

Nightingale and Tim Dwyer, ‘The

audience politics of “enhanced”

television formats’, International

Journal of Media and Cultural

Politics, vol. 2, no. 1 (2006), p. 30.

5 Mediatique, Participation TV:

Market Overview (London: Ofcom,

2007), p. 20.
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The soft porn channels were estimated to account for only around

£15 million of an estimated £118 million of participation television

revenue in the UK in 2007,6 but they have nevertheless been at the

forefront of developing new frameworks of participation for enticing

viewers into the interactivity which is the sole source of their revenue.

This should come as little surprise. Adult entertainment has played a key

role in convergence. Sex both drives technological development (leading

one writer to refer to pornography as the ‘handmaiden of new

technology’7) and is driven by it in turn, with the development of digital

technologies serving as ‘key engines in the pornographication of

culture’.8 It is, furthermore, a huge money-spinner for premium-rate

services, with a predicted market of US$1.2 billion globally in 2008.9

This figure dwarfs the expected revenue of the UK interactive soft porn

channels, but nevertheless helps to account for their proliferation on the

Sky EPG, where, at the time of writing, there are around ten dedicated

user-pays softcore porn channels operating on a typical Saturday night.

It is the development of premium-rate phone lines which has proved

the key factor in the growth of these channels. If this essay has so far

provided a somewhat mechanistic account of the generation of revenues

via call charges which permits pay-to-participate television to function as

a profitable enterprise, then this can be swiftly redressed via a

consideration of the ‘affordances’, or action possibilities,10 of telephony

as a medium which render it particularly suited to this task. For young

male viewers, first of all – the principal demographic for such channels11

– SMS messaging is a habitualized mode of communication which is

now ‘almost as intuitive as the use of the remote’.12 For channels largely

dependent on ‘lazy interactivity’ – impulsive media use based around

‘quick decisions, short attention spans, handheld remotes, and instant

gratification’13 – the affordances of mobile telephony as a mode of

everyday communication and consumption thus fit tightly with the

communicative imperatives of the format. As a number of writers have

commented, furthermore, mobile phones characteristically afford the

user a highly personalized encounter, delivering ‘a one-to-one relation

between user and provider’14 which transcends distance and permits the

user to become ‘absorbed by a technologically mediated world of

elsewhere’.15 These characteristics – familiarity, intimacy, the illusion of

presence-in-absence at a distant location – are critical for a format based

around the elicitation of sex talk.

Telephony, finally, holds out the promise of interactivity. As a medium

predicated on the perpetual promise of real-time encounters with distant

others, television would appear at first glance to be well placed to stage

interactive exchanges with its viewers. A number of factors, however,

have militated against this historically. From a technological standpoint,

the mechanisms of broadcasting which delivered vision-at-a-distance

made it impossible to provide a medium-specific return path suited to

large-scale viewer participation, leading to a predominantly one-way

flow of information to the audience. Television’s institutional control

6 Ibid., pp. 6, 29.

7 Mark Ward, ‘Will porn kick-start

the video phone revolution?’,

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/

technology/2992914.stm

[accessed 18 March 2008].

8 Stephen Maddison, ‘From porno-

topia to total information

awareness, or, what forces really

govern access to porn?’, New

Formations, no. 52 (2004), p. 36.

9 Gerard Goggin and Christina

Spurgeon, ‘Premium rate culture:

the new business of mobile

interactivity’, New Media and

Society, vol. 9, no. 5 (2007), p. 755.

10 Ian Hutchby, Conversation and

Technology (Cambridge: Polity

Press, 2001), p. 26.

11 As Mediatique points out, adult

chat is ‘aimed almost entirely’ at

late-night young male viewers.

This makes the audience profile

of Babestation quite unlike

channels such as Psychic

Interactive, whose demographic

consists principally of daytime

female viewers (Participation TV,

p. 29), and situates the format

alongside other male-oriented

channels such as Men and

Motors and Dave as a distinct

break from the conventional

notion of television’s primarily

domestic discourse to a

‘feminized’ audience.

12 Jens F Jensen. ‘Interactive

television: new genres, new

format, new content’, ACM

International Conference

Proceedings Series, no. 123

(2005), p. 90.

13 Ibid., p. 95.

14 Yngvil Beyer, Sara Enli Gunn,

Arnt Maasø and Espen Ytreberg,

‘Small talk makes a big

difference: recent developments

in interactive, SMS-based

television’, Television and New

Media, vol. 8, no. 3 (2007),

p. 215.

15 Kenneth J. Gergen, ‘The

challenge of absent presence’, in

James E Katz and Mark

A. Aakhus (eds), Perpetual

Contact: Mobile Communication,

Private Talk, Public Performance

(New York, NY: Cambridge

University Press, 2002), p. 227.
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over its forms of talk, furthermore, typically entails an unequal

distribution of communicative entitlements. Taken together, these two

factors – the technical limitations of the broadcast apparatus, and the

institutional management of interpersonal encounters – worked against

the delivery of significant participant intervention in the communicative

flow, a key criterion for interactivity.16

Over time, television has developed a number of mechanisms which

either mask or mitigate this asymmetrical communicative situation.

Some of these (such as direct address to camera) work to simulate the

gaze, bodily orientation and conversational style of an interpersonal

exchange, laying the groundwork for the viewer to enter into a parasocial

relationship with the performer. Some function to instantiate an active

audience element by embedding it within programme formats: the studio

audience in talk shows; the baying/acclamatory crowd outside the Big

Brother house; the ‘members of the public’ along the processional routes

of ceremonial media events. Others provide for a degree of viewer

penetration into the processes of textual production via elements such as

phone-ins. The latter, however, like parallel feedback systems in other

media (participation in magazine and newspaper writing; letters to the

editor; talkback radio)17 afford only ‘limited participation in the

communication process’,18 with the institution retaining a high degree of

control over the interaction. Similarly, early attempts to mitigate the

competitive challenge posed by the rise of participatory culture (through

the provision of medium-internal digital television pathways such as

two-way cable systems) have generally been deemed unsuccessful due to

their inability to deliver much more than ‘lip service interactivity’ via

onscreen menus and the use of the remote control,19 one journalist going

so far as to castigate an early species of interactive television in the USA

as ‘the most expensive pizza delivery system ever invented’.20

The degree to which telecommunications technology, by contrast,

offers a fully interactive experience to viewers should not be

overestimated: interactivity is not simply a matter of the affordances of a

particular medium but also reflects the extent to which institutional

factors permit the user to ‘exert an influence on the content and/or form

of the mediated communication’.21 Pay-to-participate channels routinely

moderate SMS and multimedia messages before these appear on the

graphic interface, and either screen callers in advance or – as in the case

of Babestation – mute the interaction so that callers can be seen but not

heard. Nevertheless, viewers who phone one of the adult chat channels

are offered a two-way real-time encounter with a performer, in the course

of which they are at liberty to control not only the conversation but also –

within the constraints imposed by the regulators – the behaviour of the

onscreen ‘babe’. If television as a medium has historically operated on a

‘don’t talk back’ basis,22 then the harnessing of telecommunications

technology would appear to give the viewer, in principle at least, the

opportunity to do just that.

16 Stig Hjarvard, ‘Simulated

conversations: the simulation of

interpersonal communication in

electronic media’, in Anne

Jerslev (ed.), Realism and

‘Reality’ in Film and Media

(Copenhagen: Museum

Tusculanum Press, 2002), p. 238.

17 Bridget Griffen-Foley, ‘From Tit-

Bits to Big Brother: a century of

audience participation in the

media’, Media, Culture and

Society, vol. 26, no. 4 (2004), pp.

533–48.

18 Sally J. McMillan, ‘A four-part

model of cyber-interactivity:

some cyber-places are more

interactive than others’, New

Media and Society, vol. 4, no. 2

(2002), p. 277.

19 Rob Cover, ‘Audience inter/

active: interactive media,

narrative control and

reconceiving audience history’,

New Media and Society, vol. 8,

no. 3 (2006), p. 151.

20 Pyungho Kim, ‘Deconstructing

interactive TV networks’, Javnost

– The Public, no. 3 (1999), p. 91.

21 Jens F. Jensen, ‘Interactivity:

tracing a new concept in media

and communication studies’,

Nordicom Review, no. 19, no. 1

(1998), p. 201.

22 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural

Transformation of the Public

Sphere: an Inquiry into a

Category of Bourgeois Society

(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,

1989), p.170.
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Basbestation’s dependence on mobile interactivity to generate revenue

poses an interesting problem, however. As the channel operator Cellcast

(which produces and broadcasts Babestation and other user-pays

channels such as Psychic Interactive) puts it, interactive programming

entails ‘a new revenue model from the elusive “audience of one”’,23 on

whom the channel is dependent for revenue. Babestation is thus

dominated by a single imperative: it must convert this ‘audience of one’

into a user who will actively engage in premium-rate encounters with the

channel. It must, in other words, successfully interpellate the viewer as a

user.

But whilst it is relatively easy to account for the motivations informing

callers’ decisions to engage with quiz or psychic interactive channels –

the one offering the possibility of winning, and the other offering a

personalized reading – the elicitation of interactivity would appear to

pose more of a problem for adult chat television, which must make

available a certain amount of free content to arrest the attention of

casually surfing viewers who happen to alight on the channel. One

presenter succinctly articulates this problem in an address to camera:

‘I know you can see what she looks like and a lot of you blokes, well

what’s the point in ringing her, I can see you anyway’. The presenter’s

rejoinder supplies part of the answer here:

Because it’s what you can’t hear that’s more important, boys, you

can’t hear why she’s jumping up and down on that bed, you can’t hear

why she’s rubbing her breasts. The guy who’s bothered to ring her he’s

getting it all, he’s getting fully satisfied, every word coming out her

mouth . . . so why don’t you try it out?

This kind of direct huckstering to camera is a significant element in the

channel’s strategy for enticing members of the audience into

interactivity, hailing them as active agents with a significant role to play

in the generation of the text (‘Throughout the course of this evening, the

next eight-and-a-half hours, our show is gonna rely on you. We are gonna

be needing your calls, your texts, your photos, cos we’re gonna wanna

hear your voice and read your messages all night long’), and spelling out

the benefits of an interpersonal encounter both for the caller (‘She looks a

little bit innocent, but wait till you hear what comes out of that dirty

mouth . . . in less than forty-five seconds you could be on the other end of

that dirty filthy little phone . . . in less than forty-five seconds you could

be experiencing the best orgasm of your life’) and for the ‘babe’ (‘She’s

gagging for you right now, guys’). But Babestation also displays a

number of further complex and interrelated strategies to lure the viewer.

Whilst the muting of the two-way conversations on the bed, for example,

clearly operates to protect the channel from the potential perils of

broadcasting talk live on-air which might be deemed inappropriate by the

regulator, it also serves a number of key functions in eliciting

interactivity. The muting offers a strong inducement for the free rider to

transform himself into a user who can hear what is being said, and

23 Cellcast, http://

www.cellcast.co.uk/html/tv/

interactive_tv.asp [accessed 20

May 2008].
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functions, moreover, to garner additional revenue by permitting viewers

to phone in and position themselves as overhearers (‘If you’re feeling shy

tonight then the hash key is your new best friend . . . you will never be

asked to say a single word’). In addition, the inaudible conversations on

the bed work to construct the caller as both invisibly present

(demonstrably engaged in a remote on-the-bed interaction, as in Jade’s

interaction with the caller described at the beginning of this essay, where

her vehement demeanour is strongly suggestive of a dominatrix

encounter) and visibly absent (offering a palpably empty subject position

into which viewers can project themselves and which they can

subsequently choose to fill by phoning in).

The performers’ gaze has a key role to play here in the construction

and elaboration of this ‘architecture of participation’24 through which the

‘audience of one’ is serially and iteratively drawn into interactivity.

Gunther Kress and Theo Van Leeuwen distinguish between images in

which participants ‘look directly at the viewer’s eyes’ and those in which

they do not, arguing that the first represents a ‘demand’ that the viewer

engage with the participant whilst the second serves as an ‘offer’ to be

looked at.25 Babestation positions the viewer as the recipient of a direct

gaze from both the presenter reading out text messages and the ‘babes’

on the bed when they are between calls (at which point the gaze is

accompanied by other behaviours such as waggling the phone enticingly

at the camera). Once the ‘babes’ are engaged in a call, however, they

characteristically tilt their heads down as if to shield a highly intimate

and personal conversation from the attention of onlookers, and the

‘demand’ to engage is replaced by an intermittent gaze towards and away

from the camera. As the performer looks away, both the objectifying

movements of the camera as it roams up and down her body and her

averted gaze function to position her as there to be looked at. The glances

towards the camera, by contrast, are clearly directed not at the viewer but

at the caller, as the ‘babe’ performs her role as a meat puppet obedient to

and acting out his requests. Thus these intermittent looks to camera, like

the muting of the conversation, work to exclude the viewer from the

encounter whilst simultaneously inviting him to take up the object/

subject position demonstratively identified by the gaze.

Just as Martin Montgomery has commented on the way in which one

genre of radio – DJ talk – continually redirects utterances to different

constituencies of the audience, casting and recasting the audience ‘into

different positions’ and addressing the ‘interpellated subject’ in

‘discursively discriminated ways’,26 so Babestation’s dense image field

permits the channel to hail the audience into a number of different

subjectivities simultaneously, each of which offers a different actual or

potential position of active engagement. As the opening extract reveals,

for instance, while Jade’s seen-but-not-heard conversation on the bed

works to establish a you-could-be-next position for a potential caller to

fill, Anna and Yvette’s play at the same moment with the notion that a

seductive twirl is ‘only’ for an individual texter constructs a just-for-you

24 Tim O’Reilly, ‘The architecture of

participation’, http://

www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/

oreilly/tim/news/2005/09/30/

what-is-web-20.html?page ¼ 3

[accessed 27 May 2008].

25 Gunther Kress and Theo van

Leeuwen, Reading Images: the

Grammar of Visual Design

(London: Routledge, 1996),

p. 122.

26 Martin Montgomery, ‘DJ talk’,

Media, Culture and Society, vol.

8, no. 4 (1986) pp. 421–40.
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position which validates and encourages the activity of messaging

through the promise of an exclusive address. Meanwhile, the graphic

interface relentlessly elicits interactivity with its stream of injunctions to

an unspecified but individually-hailed viewer (‘Call from your mobile’;

‘Call the girls now’; ‘Call us using ur credit card’; ‘Get your message to

screen’). Similarly, Jade’s address to the viewer some minutes later (‘Is it

gonna be your one? Is it actually gonna be your text message that you

sent me live on TV right now?’) functions to construct a position for the

viewer as user by presupposing their already-active engagement, even as

Anna and Yvette, working the beds, engage with current callers and

construct a space of exclusion into which further viewers can in turn be

drawn.

Babestation, furthermore, encourages a sequential adoption of roles,

as this further example reveals, where a texter is both rewarded for his

existing activity and coaxed into more (‘You’re sexy, babe, I love it, can

you give us a big sexy kiss, love you lots, Neil. Of course, Neil, I can

definitely do that for you. What’s sexy about me, though, Neil, what’s

your favourite part, hmmm? Well maybe you can wait to tell me that

when I’m on the phones, cos of course, guys, I am on the phones next’).

Individual moments of address to camera frequently shift from one mode

to another, thus hailing the viewer both simultaneously and serially as a

presupposed-to-be-active user, an actual instantiated user, a potential

user and a member of an imagined community who are engaged or

poised to become engaged with the channel:

So remember guys, if you wanna write your text message on that

screen same as Barry it is absolutely simple, get out your mobile phone

right now, go to your messages, create message text TV . . . and then

write whatever you want, guys. Try and keep it as clean as possible cos

otherwise it can’t go out live on air but we will read all messages, the

indecent ones behind scenes when we’re on a break . . . you can

actually see your message live on TV.

The viewer here is hailed in turn as a member of the community engaged

with the programme (‘remember guys’), as an individual to be enticed

into interactivity (‘get out your mobile phone right now’) as part of a

plurality again (‘write whatever you want, guys’) and as a potential sole

recipient of a reward (‘you can actually see your message live on TV’).

At other moments, audience members may find themselves interpellated

as part of an imagined communal viewing experience for whom porn

consumption is clearly positioned as a ‘recreational’ activity or ‘lifestyle

choice’.27

Now I know there’s a sporting event on tonight, some of you probably

having a bit of a get-together round your house, a lot of testosterone’s

probably in that room, you’re probably having a little bit of a laugh and

a joke. Well you’re watching Babestation, we are secretly getting you

a little bit excited. Why not just leap off to the toilet with your mobile

27 Elizabeth Bernstein, ‘The

meaning of the purchase: desire,

demand and the commerce of

sex’, Ethnography, vol. 2, no. 3

(2001), p. 397; Maddison, ‘From

porno-topia to total information

awareness’, p. 44.
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phone in your hand . . . and have a bit of secret fun and then maybe you

can go back to the lads and tell them how great it was.

I return, in closing, to my earlier assertion that pay-to-participate soft

porn television upends received wisdom concerning the relationship

between creative content and revenue. In a series of consultation

documents and reports between 2006 and 2008, the communications

industry regulator Ofcom set out the terms for investigating participation

television in the UK. Ofcom’s position, as laid out in its 2008

consultation document, was that programmes must ‘not in effect be

vehicles’ for the promotion of premium-rate services.28 In mounting this

argument, Ofcom drew on a distinction in a 2007 report between

‘promotional content’ and ‘editorial’, where the former includes

onscreen contact graphics and ‘promotion via presenter’ such as ‘Call the

number on your screen’ or ‘What would you do with £10,000 tax-free

cash?’, and the latter includes such phenomena as presenter comments,

audible chats with callers, references to the personal lives of presenters

and ‘any references made by presenters that could not be taken as direct

encouragement to participate in the show’, such as ‘Hi . . . where are you

calling from?’ or ‘I’ve been there . . . I’ve been divorced and now I am a

single parent but I turned my life around’ (as uttered by a presenter to a

caller in a performance of empathy).29 The 2007 report concluded that

only ten per cent of the material in adult chat television could be

categorized as editorial content, but even this figure would seem to be an

overestimate. As Louise Fritchie and Kim Johnson argue in a 2003 paper

on home shopping channels, the establishment of an interpersonal

relationship between host and viewer (‘liking’) is an essential ingredient

in the formulation of ‘persuasion strategies’ which transform viewers

into consumers who will purchase goods from the channel.30 In a parallel

piece on the home shopping channel QVC, Mary Bucholtz likewise

comments that the forging of social links between presenters and viewers

is central to the establishment of the ‘mediated intimacy’ which permits

the audience to trust the host and therefore commit themselves to a

purchase.31

Babestation similarly puts in place a number of strategies which work

to construct a relationship of affinity with the viewer. The half-hourly-or-

so rotation of the performers from their front-stage manifestation as

presenters to a back-stage appearance on the beds, for instance, serves to

set up the conditions for parasociality. In her front-stage persona the

‘babe’ functions both as quasi-celebrity and as sexual performer soon-to-

be-engaged with a regular john, reading out texts from viewers eagerly

looking forward to an upcoming one-on-one with her on the bed/on the

phone and voicing a conspicuous enthusiasm in turn (‘You have me,

Chelsea, who’s next on those telephone lines, and I simply cannot wait’).

The apparently random backchat from presenters, furthermore, is in a

highly sexualized vein (‘I was in the park all day and I actually forgot

I had work, and then when I got home and I realized I got all excited

28 Ofcom, Participation TV Part 2:

Keeping Advertising Separate

from Editorial (Ofcom, 2008), p. 1.

29 Communications Research

Group, An Independent Report on

Participation TV – Quizzes, Adult

Chat and Psychic Readings

(Ofcom, 2007), pp. 1–18.

30 Louise Lystig Fritchie and Kim

K.P. Johnson, ‘Personal selling

approaches used in television

shopping’, Journal of Fashion

Marketing and Management, vol.

7, no. 3 (2003), pp. 249–58.

31 Mary Bucholtz, ‘“Thanks for

stopping by”: gender and virtual

intimacy in American shop-by-

television discourse’, in Maggie

Andrews and Mary M. Talbot

(eds), All the World and Her

Husband: Women in Twentieth-

Century Consumer Culture

(London: Cassell, 2000), p. 199.
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because I’d been in the park looking at all these sexy guys running

around with no shirts on, and getting really really horny’), which works

both to perform the presenters as ‘knowing, active and desiring sexual

subjects’32 and to cast the viewer as a purveyor of sexual pleasure whose

participation in the programme is not only desirable but is a necessary

intervention if the appetites of the performers are to be met (‘she’s

gagging for you right now, guys’).

Babestation, in other words, does not appear to generate any content

which ‘could not be taken as direct encouragement to participate in the

show’: its modes of address are entirely at the service of grooming the

viewer into interactivity.33 Whilst this may, at first glance, appear to be a

less than radical shift – home shopping, after all, works similarly to hail

viewers into commercial activity through modes of address which

position them as consumers – the difference should be clear. Home

shopping channels, as Robert Allen has commented, ‘sell products to

viewers, not viewers to advertisers’.34 Adult chat television, however –

whilst clearly still offering a ‘product’ to the viewer in its overt display

and exploitation of the female body – directly monetizes interactivity,

commodifying the interpersonal through sexual transactions for which

the viewer pays at the point of use through call charges. In its deployment

of television as little more than a platform for the display of these private

interactive encounters and in its subordination of content production to

revenue generation, interactive soft porn television thus transforms and

unmakes television as it has characteristically been understood.

32 As Rosalind Gill notes, such

representations should not be

taken as indicating that the

women ‘are pleasing themselves

and are freely choosing’. Gill,

‘From sexual objectification to

sexual subjectification: the

resexualisation of women’s

bodies in the media’, Feminist

Media Studies, vol. 3, no. 1

(2003), pp. 99–106. Rather,

Babestation functions in this

respect both to interpellate its

young male demographic via the

display of sexually aggressive

‘ladette’ behaviour and by

positioning its audience as active

subjects and objects of desire.

33 Since Ofcom’s view in this

respect is that unless the

‘primary purpose’ of such formats

is editorial they must be ‘taken

off air’ (Ofcom, Participation TV

Part 2, p. 3), the future of adult

chat on British television looks

distinctly uncertain.

34 Robert C. Allen, ‘Audience-

oriented criticism and television’,

in Channels of Discourse,

Reassembled (London:

Routledge, 1992), p. 126.
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